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Access
The main entrance is at the Ulysses Guimaraes Street, number 565. A second entrance is at Visconde Duprat
Street, w/n. A person with any disability in mobility may access the building by any of those entrances.
Elevators
There are five (5) social elevators in the East Zone and six (6) in the West zone, besides two(2) service
elevators. Upon arriving at the elevators hall there is a panel on which the user selects the floor that wants to
reach and then such panel indicates the elevator number that shall be used
Transport
The building is localized near to two subway stations (ESTÁCIO and PRAÇA 11 Stations). There is a taxi
cooperative that serves such building (Parking near the Building Main Entrance). Besides that, there is a van
service (main entrance) that serves (every 30 minutes in the administrative period) two routes interconnecting
the following PETROBRAS’ buildings in town:
• EDICIN x EDISEN x EDISE x EDIVEN x EDICIN;
• EDICIN x EDIHB x EDICIN.
Emergency
There are medical and odontological services localized in the 1st floor. Upon an EMERGENCY, medical,
odontological and/or any other type being required, please, call extension 8800.
Route and telephone prefix
For receiving external calls, the EDICIN prefix is the 2144 + desired extension number. For internal calls in
PETROBRAS use the route number 704 + desired extension number.
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PETROBRAS Corporate University
(EDICIN - Edifício Cidade Nova)
Smoking Prohibited
Smoking is prohibited in all dependencies of the EDICIN.
Stairs
Interconnecting the floors there are six (6) separated stairs (all pressurized and equipped with safety fireguard
doors).
Event Location in the Building
Main Auditorium (MUR-SA’s sessions) at the ground floor (right hand side from the main entrance). Sponsor
exhibit layouts will have the Main Auditorium adjacent external area (also in the ground floor) to expose
information on their products. Tables and Blind Panels will be provided. A double face tape shall be used to
affix posters at the panels.
Location
Cidade Nova, Downtown Rio – please, see map that follows.
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